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Alan Turing | 1912 - 1954 “Turing Test”



Marvin Minsky | 1927 - 2016

● Co-founder of the MIT AI 
Laboratory

● “AI brain"-convinced that machines 
could think like humans

● Foundational research for the 
creation of artificial neural 
networks.

● Advisor to Stanley Kubrick's “A 
Space Odyssey”, 2001



The journey continues with generative AI

Artificial Intelligence

Machine Learning

Deep
Learning

Generative
AI

1956
Artificial Intelligence
The field of computer science that seeks to create intelligent 
machines that can replicate or exceed human intelligence.

1997
Machine Learning
Subset of AI that enables machines to learn from existing data and 
improve upon that data to make decisions or predictions.

2012
Deep Learning
A machine learning technique in which layers of neural networks 
are used to process data and make decisions.

2021
Generative AI
Create new written, visual, and auditory content given prompts or 
existing data.
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Deep Learning

Supervised

Unsupervised

Content Extraction

Classification

Machine Translation

Question Answering

Text Generation

Image Recognition

Machine Vision

Speech to Text

Text to Speech

Machine Learning [ML]

Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Expert Systems

Speech

Vision

Planning

Robotics

Artificial

Intelligence
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How do we 
teach all this 
to a 
computer?

Levels of language

Phonetics, Phonology Morphology Syntax Semantics Pragmatics

All sounds,
System sounds Forms and 

Words
Clauses and 
sentences

Meanings
of various kinds

Language 
use



How does AI work?





Azure AI Services

Applications Partner Solutions

Application Platform
AI Builder

Power BI Power Apps Power Automate Copilot Studio

Scenario-Based 
Services

Bot Service AI Search Document Intelligence Video Indexer Metrics Advisor Immersive 
Reader

Customizable AI 
Models

Vision Speech Language Decision
Azure OpenAI 

Service

ML Platform & 
Infrastructure

Azure Machine Learning

Business 
Users

Developers 
& Data 

Scientists 



A large language model is a type of 
artificial intelligence that can process 
and produce natural language texts. 

It learns from a large amount of text 
data, such as books, articles, and web 
pages, and discovers the patterns and 
rules of language from them. 

It can perform various tasks, such as 
answering questions, summarizing texts, 
writing essays, and more.

Prompt: 
In 100 words or less, please tell me what a large language model is

Prompt: 
A futuristic abstract rendering of a large language model



Tokens – What are they?
• A token - A basic unit of text, such as a word, part of a word, or a punctuation mark, that the 

model processes as part of its input or output

The dog ate a cat [791, 5679, 30912, 264, 8415]

The dogi ate a cat [791, 5679, 72, 30912, 264, 8415]

# tokens

5

6

Der Hund hat eine Katze gefressen [22960, 99014, 9072, 10021, 17816, 3059, 28784, 676, 268] 9

dog ate a cat [18964, 30912, 264, 8415]

https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer

4

Text Tokens

https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer
https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer


How a model works: prediction of the following token
• They use the “context” (the previous tokens) to predict the next probable one

https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer

?

cat
foodmouse

poisen
banaan

car

dog

791     ->  5679   -> 30912  ->    264    ->      ?   

https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer
https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer
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“Will robots inherit the earth? 
Yes, but they will be our children”. 

Marvin Minsky, Scientific Amercian 
(OCtober 1994)
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